
Cards Against Humanity: Fifth 
Expansion

I just received these cards in the mail yesterday and went through them last night 
with my friends. I thought the 4th expansion was a little weak but this expansion is 
quite a bit better. Nothing can compare to the shock of the original game the first 
time you play it but expansion filled some holes I didn't even know I was missing, 
LOL. Obviously if you are here looking at the fifth expansion you know about this 
game. If you are like me; I buy everything they make as soon as it comes out. But 
if you are one of those that has the original game and are not planing on getting all 
of the expansions this is a pretty good addition. Personally ranking all of the 
expansions on how funny and useful the cards were, I would go: 1st, 2nd, 5th, 3rd, 
4th, bigger blacker box (the box is needed to hold all the cards but the cards that 
came with it are only slightly funny to anyone that owns the game, they are all Box 
related questions & answers, though the secret card (Google secret card Bigger 
Blacker Box) is really good). Anyways this is a good buy; I have been wondering 
why some of these had not been done before. It fits really well; you should buy it. 

This game sucks. It does nothing but insult me in the most sarcastic way possible. 
It's full of toilet humor. It's asinine, childish, and just plain isn't for kids or adults. 
It had a recent party I attended in tears. A more vile, evil, disgusting game you will 
never meet. It hates you, your wife, your kids, your dog, and your dear old sainted 
gramma. It puts soap in your coffee and poo in your meatloaf. It will sell your cat 
into slavery, and drink all your beer. It will force you to do unnatural things with 
dolphins. Well, maybe not. Sarcasm aside, this game is pretty toilet humor, but if 
you're a sick, twisted birdie like myself, then you'll enjoy the crap out of this game 
while it beats the crap out of you. Don't buy if you have a stick up your bottom, 
but for everyone else, you'll have so much fun you'll wet your shorts laughing. 

I am a horrible person. This expansion is awesome. See all 1198 customer 
reviews...

Product Description Shut the front door! It's the fifth official expansion for Cards 
Against Humanity, featuring 75 brand-new white cards, 25 brand-new black cards, 



and blank cards for you to seamlessly add your own inside jokes to the game. 
Reviews of Cards Against Humanity: Pretty amazing. - The Onion AV Club Best. 
Game. EVER. - Wil Wheaton An incredible game. - Mike Gabe Krahulik, Penny 
Arcade Uncontrollable laughter. - Kill Screen Magazine The game your party 
deserves. - Thrillist A game. - The Daily Beast

Product Details Sales Rank: #15 in Toys & Games Brand: Cards Against 
Humanity Model: X5 Dimensions: 1.50 h x 2.50 w x 3.60 l, Features 100 
completely NEW cards (75 white cards and 25 black cards) 12 bonus blank cards 
(8 blank white cards and 4 blank black cards) Professionally printed on premium 
playing cards (100% compatible with Cards Against Humanity) First, Second, 
Third, and Fourth Expansions not required to play, though heartily recommended. 
You won't believe it's not butter. 

More Information (Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion)

Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion will possibly be valuable. And wish 
Now i'm an area of making you obtain a exceptional solution.Nevertheless, 
Hopefully ratings regarding it Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion 
develop Amazon.com will end up being valuable. And hope I am just a section of 
facilitating you to have a excellent merchandise. You should have a expertise and 
review form here. I am just expecting you may ensure and buying Cards Against 
Humanity: Fifth Expansion right after read through this greatest ratings. You can 
expect to obtain a review and encounter kind in this article. I am just wanting you 
are going to guarantee Critique Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion. soon 
after look at this most effective evaluations It is possible to stunned to look at how 
hassle-free the product might be, so you can feel good understand that the Cards 
Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion is probably the most popular product in at this 
time. 

Title :Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Cards Against Humanity: Fifth Expansion On the web: All of this Has with vendors for people like us in order to instruct yourself on a 

popular on the web individuals throughout the world. Click this link for wherein really continue to keep merchants. Have got remarks thru shoppers with ordered this subject Dealer will have to consist of authority Have acquired aspect object. Establish a little while of delivery. On top of that so that you can Locations. Plus the cost of shipping and shipping and shipping and delivery. Program to invest in things solidly. just like Consumer credit reviews charge card. Have got vote rating and buyer reviews. Have price and evaluate expense of distributors.Read More.......
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